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A basic or simple resume template is often best and it’s the most common pick. A modest layout can be a major
strength of a good resume and will definitely not be inappropriate. Especially when applying for traditional
professions such as teacher, doctor, or nurse, this type of resume is highly appreciated.
Using the LaTeX Resume Templates . A group of resume templates, originally designed by the Rensselaer
Career Development Center, are available in LaTeX format.
However, if you’re prepared to tailor the content yourself and are just looking for some guidance with the
formatting, a basic resume template can give you a better idea of where everything goes and help you get
organised.
Resume Template 1 is designed for non-business type opportunities with an emphasis on nonprofit, community
service and leadership experience and interests.
The purpose of your resume is to get an interview. In thirty seconds or less, most employers decide whether or
not to consider applicants for employment, so your resume's content must be clear, concise, and compelling.
Resume Templates That Will Land You a Dream Job! Pick a resume template below that represents your skills
and work experience the best. Our ATS-friendly resume templates are developed together with recruiters and
employers, so you are sure you are putting your best foot forward when applying for a job position.
Resumes, CVs, Cover Letters It should highlight your strongest assets and differentiate you from other
candidates. Used most frequently in academic settings, a CV (curriculum vitae) is also a summary of your
experience and abilities, but a CV will include more credentials relevant to academia and research, such as
publications, presentations, and references.
Resumes and Cover Letters Resume (curriculum vitae) and matching cover letter templates.
Resume Templates: Create a Professional Resume in Minutes. Select one of our best resume templates below to
craft the perfect resume in minutes. Alternatively, scroll down to download free resume templates for Word
from our resume template categories.
resume template template. We’ve specifically designed and tested these resume templates to ensure they will
pass automated resume screener software that nearly every company uses nowadays to sort through the huge
number of resumes they receive.
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